Debbie Beeber’s newly released “Lambs Fighting Wolves” is an enthralling Christian novel about teens and guardian angels versus the American government.

“Lambs Fighting Wolves” from Christian Faith Publishing author Debbie Beeber is a compelling Christian young adult novel starring an ordinary but good-hearted teenaged girl named Kaylee and her Guardian Angel, Cotravin, as they band with a group chosen to restore corrupt America to its Christian roots.

MEADVILLE, Pa. (PRWEB) February 25, 2019 -- “Lambs Fighting Wolves”: an absorbing tale of justice and faith, is the creation of published author Debbie Beeber, a retired middle-school teacher now following her dream of writing and contributing to humanitarian causes. She lives in Illinois as a proud married mother of three.

Beeber writes, “Kaylee was a normal teenager just trying to forget her problems at a party one night. Then she meets a handsome ally who draws her into an unfamiliar battle for the very soul of America. She and her friends are chosen to fight against a government who has taken away their freedom and their families. The government has the power, the courts, and the army on its side, but the teens have something greater. The teens are fighting for their lives. They are lambs fighting against wolves.”

Published by Christian Faith Publishing, Debbie Beeber’s new book is a stirring, conflict-packed journey from youthful naivety to a greater understanding not only of spiritual truths but of how misguided beliefs can make—or break—the foundation of a nation.

Beeber offers a timely story for modern America’s young Christians who often feel powerless in the face of political forces, not realizing that often it takes just a little bit of faith for God to powerfully use the nation’s youth.

View a synopsis of “Lambs Fighting Wolves” on YouTube.

Consumers can purchase “Lambs Fighting Wolves” at traditional brick & mortar bookstores, or online at Amazon.com, Apple iTunes store, or Barnes and Noble.

For additional information or inquiries about “Lambs Fighting Wolves”, contact the Christian Faith Publishing media department at 866-554-0919.
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